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Ebond represents bonded energy and is given by, Ebond = ) ( Ebend is the potential energy function for variation of angles and is given by,
where k =20.0,  i and  0 i are the angles among i-th, i+1-th, i+2-th Cα beads in intermediate and folded structure respectively.
Etorsion is the potential energy function for torsional angle formed by every four atoms connected by chemical bonds and is given by, ELJ is the Lennard-Jones potential energy function for stabilizing protein's folded structure and native contact interactions and is given by,
where ij =4.0, rij represents the distance between native pairs at a given time and  ij =4.0 is the radius of interacting beads.
Eev denotes the excluded volume effect between all non-bonded and non-native pairs and is given by, 
DNA Model:
To describe DNA force field, we adopted 3SPN. where ε =1.0, rij is the distance between i-th and j-th beads,  ij is the interaction-specific length scale. The summation is taken over all native contact pairs that are in the intra-stand DNA and for each pair of bead i and j satisfying |i-j|>2, a native contact is defined as when rij < 9 Å in the folded structure. E DNA base is the potential energy function for base-pairing and is given by, The potential energy function for protein-DNA steric clashes ( Eev ) and electrostatics interactions ( Eele ) are of the same form as described in "Protein Model".
The specific protein-DNA contact formation is ensured by a soft attractive Lennard-Jones potential with ij =0.1. Figure S1 : The overall structure of the Sap-1 and DNA molecules in fully atomistic model (top and bottom, left) and coarse-grained (top and bottom, right) representations. The recognition region for Sap-1 are labelled with red color that corresponds to 53-68 residue region in Sap-1. Each nucleotide in DNA is presented through three beads namely; negatively charged phosphate beads (orange color), yellow sugar beads and the small pink colored base beads. 
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